
There might be more data sets than trees in the
world. At first, the high number of data
surrounding trees and health was a comfort, until
I dug deeper and found that raw data is difficult
to understand. One generally learns with a
prepared data set and with a knowledge of
certain outcomes. I was unprepared for the
hurdles of working with raw data while learning
R, a new language. My initial goals were to
compare the number of trees to health data to
prove that the more trees a neighborhood has
the better the health benefits. After digging
through several DataFrames, I settled on air
quality and tree count census. I learned a lot
about R, data wrangling and asking for help. This
poster presents the process and conclusions of a
beginner's efforts in data analysis in R.

Abstract

Data Wrangling 

Analysis and Conclusions

Fine Particulate Matters (PM2.5) and Nitrogen
Dioxide (NO2) can have significant health risks and
are caused by road traffic emissions. Dangerous
levels are PM2.5 > 35.4 μg/m3 and NO2 > 99.64
μg/m3.
The boxplots of each pollutants display the
outliers, or extreme datas, from each borough.
The code above the plots shows the complexity of
plot creation. By isolating the outliers through
filtration in R, the repeating upper bound outliers
were Midtown, Murray Hill and Chelsea. The
lower end were Rockaways, Staten Island and
other coastal areas.
The tree density table shows the increase in trees
between the decade, while the boxplots show a
decrease in pollutant levels. The coastal areas are
not plagued by as much traffic and paved areas.
This could be one of many explanations for the
higher pollutant levels. The tree map further
depicts the difference in areas.
This is just the beginning of a very interesting
study. With more time, better knowledge of R and
multivariable calculus, much more could be
gleaned from the data.

Key Takeaways

• Live on the coast and near trees. 
• Always take public transportation or carpool.
• R is a flexible yet specific language that lends 

to many different coding options and hurdles.
• For a study it can be a challenge to start with 

broad questions and an abundance of data.
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• Search on a website for appropriate data, i.e.,
data.gov or opendata.cityofnewyork.us

• Check to make sure data is mostly complete
and relevant to the questions you are asking

• Upload dataset and start to wrangle.
• Narrow down the data by only using columns

with the information you need, otherwise the
DataFrame can be overwhelming to look at
read. Note the snippet from the Air Quality
DataFrame to the left.

• Plot data though box plots and histograms.
• Ask more questions.
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Asking For Help 

• Be prepared for your questions to lead to more
questions.

• It is best to have a decent knowledge of the
vocabulary and slang used for coding language.

• Be as specific as possible when posting on a
public platform such as stackoverflow.com.

• Searching online will give you many solutions
but possibly none for what you are looking for.

• Make sure to search and try all possible
solutions before posting on public platforms. If
your question is too basic, you will get
chastised.

Tree Map of Midtown, Manhattan Tree Map of Far Rockaways, Queens

Borough Tree Count ComparisonHead (First 5 Rows) and Summary of Air Quality Data 

Far Rockaway and Midtown Tree Density 2005 vs 2015 
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